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I S O G O

Y O K O H A M A
Find a sense of serenity and live           your own way in Isogo “磯子“, Yokohama.

Blue seas and open skies. Natural surrounds that exude         the colors of the four seasons. Warm interpersonal connections.
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Takigashira Elementary School

Takigashira Elementary School

Yokodai Ekimae Park Children’s Log House

Hamagin Space Science Center Yokodai Ekimae Park Play Park

This town is filled with the cheerful voices of children. From 

parks on street corners, from neighborhood schools, and from 

sights filled with new encounters and discoveries waiting for 

you. Isogo is filled with places for children to play and learn, 

making it the ideal place to settle down with your children.

Okamura Park

Isogo-ku Childrearing Support Center ISOPIYO
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Yokodai Hamburger Pass Time

Sugita Shopping Arcade

Yokodai Ekimae Arcade Sun Mall

Hama Market Restaurant Shin

Restaurant Shin

Patisserie Ungouter

The delicious delights loved by the locals. The everyday exchanges 

in a busy arcade. The more you go looking, the more chance you 

have of discovering a hidden favorite store off the beaten path.  

Enjoyable living surrounded by family and friends in a town with 

delicious food sure to bring a smile to the face.
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Isogo Festival Five Town Joint Bon Odori Dance Festival

Shiomidai area Kenminsai Yokodai Sanchome Summer Festival

Sugita-Hachimangu Shrine Annual Festival (Reitai-sai)

Okamura Plum-grove Plum Blossoms FestivalCandle Night @ Yokodai

Morisengen-jinja Shrine Festival

Isogo offers plenty to see and do, including summer festivals,  

local festivals “Kenminsai“, and many other seasonal festivals ran 

with the local community. On these days, everyone comes  

together as one. The casual conversations that start carry over to 

everyday living. Isogo has a warmth that brings people and the  

local community together.
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Sugita Plum-grove Fureai Park

Shinsugita Park

Yokodai Gochome

Sugitatsubonomi

Hitorizawa Citizens' ForestHitorizawa Agricultural Area

Gaze in wonder at the cherry blossoms in spring, and get your 

feet wet in the pristine rivers in summer. Catch a glimpse of 

cosmos swaying in the wind in autumn, and revel at plums in 

full bloom in winter. Outside the station, at the park, and on that 

well-trodden trail, wherever you are, the colors of the four  

seasons breathe life into Isogo. The rich colors of nature are  

ever-present in the lives of the local community.

Nice and Warm
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Yokohama Civic Yacht Harbor Yokohama Fishing Piers

Sugita Seaside Green Zone ENEOS Corporation Negishi Refinery

Gaze out at the sea in the early afternoon while enjoying a pleasant 

stroll as the refreshing sea breeze whisks your worries away. Spot 

the cargo boat far off to the horizon, and catch the faint steam 

whistle from off yonder. As the sun descends, the glistening lights 

of the factory town stream into view. In the hustle of everyday life, 

the sea seemingly remains constant, yet always shows a slightly 

different view.
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People have called Isogo home since the ancient Jomon period.

Historical remains that exude a sense of the exotic, the charmingly rustic  

European-style buildings, and the retro train cars give hints as to the  

practices and cultural background of Isogo.

 Visiting, touching, and tracing the footsteps of the past is sure to  

leave you all the more fonder of this town.

 

Yokohama Tram Museum

Former count Higashifushimi Kunihide Villa (Kihinkan) Kuraki Noh Stage Garden

Tozenji TempleOkamura-Tenmangu Shrine

Yokohama Tram Museum Santonodai Ruins

Former Villa of Count Kunihide Higashifushimi (Kihinkan)
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Trains race to and from town as Mt. Fuji casts its 

silhouette against the evening sun. Climb the 

slopes to a high vantage point for panoramic 

views of the sea and sky as far as the eye can 

see. Isogo is a town of many faces, and brings a 

little bit of happiness to everyday life.
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Approx. 12 mins. to Sakuragicho Station

Approx. 15 mins. to Yokohama Station

Approx. 30 mins. to Shinyokohama Station

*Travel times based on departing from Isogo Station on the JR Negishi Line.


